
Tackling the climate crisisTackling the climate crisis
We’re investing in renewable energy technologies, from wind and solar farms to fusion power, to help limit global warming and protect our world for future
generations.
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Legal & General and Hodge
announce multimillion
investment into net zero
enabler Sero Technologies to
reduce emissions within the
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Net zero: we need actions, not
words

Video

2:47

Introducing the Clean Energy
platform
...

Press release

LGIM and NTR partner to
address the climate emergency
...
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Rethinking retirementRethinking retirement
We’re helping people live better in their later years by investing in innovative later living communities and funding research that will improve the way we all live as
we age.
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Legal & General Retail Retirement


Legal & General Retirement Institutional


Legal & General Retirement America


Inspired Villages
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Midlife responsibility peaks at
age 45 – as millions juggle rising
financial support and unpaid
care amid cost-of-living crisis

...
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22% of workers plan to use their
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as house prices continue to soar

...
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age in 2022: seven things to
consider for people
approaching this milestone

...
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The Advanced Care Research
Centre is officially launched

Press release

Legal & General partnership
brings new care benefit for
Barnett Waddingham 4me
clients

...

6 Dec 2021

Press release

Nearly half of homeowners in
England and Wales could
access more funds from
property wealth than the
average pension pot

...

24 Nov 2021

Press release

The Missing Midlife Workers:
Redundancy pushes over 50s
out of the workforce, with
20,000 leaving year-on-year

...
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Press release

Shut out and overlooked: age
discrimination impacts job
prospects of 3 million over 50s

...

30 Sep 2021
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Investing for goodInvesting for good
We’re using muscle as one of the world’s biggest asset managers to ensure that the companies we invest in behave in a responsible way that benefits everyone.

Find out more
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About us

Legal & General Investment Management


Legal & General Investment Management America


Legal & General Capital


Our strategy


What we do
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Press release

2021 Results: Post tax profit
exceeds £2bn for the first time,
with EPS of 34p, up 19% on
2019, and ROE of 20%

...

9 Mar 2022

Press release

Legal & General targets a
further £2.5bn of pension
money to invest into BTR,
delivering 7,000+ new homes
over the next five years

...

16 Feb 2022

Press release

Legal & General Capital's Kao
Data becomes multi-site data
centre platform with new West
of London Acquisition

...

8 Feb 2022

Press release

Legal & General demonstrates
strong value creation through
four realisations

...
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Press release

Legal & General acquires site in
Littlestone, Kent, for next
modular homes scheme

...

23 Sep 2021

Article

LGIM partner with endurance
swimmer Lewis Pugh, UN Patron
of the Oceans

Press release

Legal & General and NatWest
Group Pension Fund form
£500m JV to scale up delivery
of net zero carbon later living
communities through Inspired
Villages

...

3 Aug 2021
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Our City
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Building infrastructureBuilding infrastructure
We’re developing essential infrastructure and injecting capital into towns and cities that have suffered long-term under-investment to ensure that they can thrive in
the years ahead.

Find out more
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Investing in infrastructure

Inclusive capitalism

Solving the affordable homes crisis


Building the UK’s newest film and TV studio


Our City


Map of our UK investments
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Landmark Legal & General
partnership to deliver 3,000
new affordable homes

...
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What does an ESG-friendly office
look like?

Article

Investing in a modern and vibrant
Britain

Press release

Legal & General Modular
Homes partners with Town &
Country Housing to acquire
second Kent site

...

2 Mar 2022

Press release

New research from L&G and
BPF finds new funding
structure needed to meet
95,000 p.a. shortfall in
affordable homes as well as
billions of pounds in additional
funding

...

28 Feb 2022
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Step change: increasing
affordable housing supply at pace

Press release

Allison Homes announces first
partnership deal with Legal &
General

...

8 Feb 2022

Press release

L&G’s Managed Fund invest
£150m in UK bounce back as it
adds recovery plays to portfolio

...

7 Feb 2022
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Harnessing technologyHarnessing technology
From building the data centres that keep businesses connected to supporting our customers with our fast and efficient systems, we’re investing in technology to
build a better future for everyone.
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Investing in technology

Investing in tech to help us age better


Investing in innovation to boost the UK economy


6 cities at the heart of innovation
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All change for the better

Article

Investing in the digital economy

Article

What are the economic benefits of
going green?
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Press release

L&G launches ground breaking
digital occupier engagement
platform

...

12 Nov 2021

Press release

Legal & General sells stake in
MediaCity to LandSec
...

3 Nov 2021

Press release

Kao Data, Legal & General’s
datacentre business, receives
£120m expansion boost from
Infratil

...

5 Oct 2021

Article

Driving inclusivity through digital
transformation
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Press release

Legal & General, Bruntwood
and the University of
Manchester join forces to
deliver new £1.5bn innovation
district in Manchester

...

3 Jun 2021
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Future-proofing societyFuture-proofing society
We invest billions of pounds into things that benefit everyone and help to build a better society, like infrastructure, affordable homes and support for small
businesses; making money work harder than ever before.

Find out more
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Research reports

Rebuilding Britain Index (RBI)


Everyday places - Demos report


Isolation Economy Report
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Reimagining retail

Article

Take stock of your work, wealth
and wellbeing with our Midlife
MOT

Press release

Legal & General launches a
Midlife MOT course to support
those aged 40 to 60

...

2 Feb 2022

Press release

Legal & General urges
Government to think local in
order to kick-start efforts to
level-up the UK

...

24 Jan 2022
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Is the brain drain going into
reverse?

Press release

Legal & General demonstrates
strong value creation through
four realisations

...

11 Nov 2021

Article

Supporting hearts and minds

Press release

Household inequalities
threaten UK target of Net Zero
emissions by 2050

...

20 Oct 2021
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Customer looking for help?Customer looking for help?
Select one of the products below for support, information and ways to get in touch.
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	Our purpose is to build a better society, while improving the lives of our customers and creating value for shareholders. To do this we’re investing in long-term assets that benefit everyone from housing to renewable energy – we call it inclusive capitalism. This shapes the way we invest, plan, hire and do business.
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